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Discussion
The results are as followed based on analysis:

We took 20 measurements of cells per picture, leading in 20 cells per 8 

columns. The first two columns showed both the treated blood and control

blood in a isotonic solution, which is why the measurements of the 

diameters is relatively larger than the rest of the measurements, as the less 

concentration of saline led to the cells not reducing in size as much. The 

next 6 columns show the hypertonic solutions in concentrations 1,1.5, and

2 per 100 mL with both control and treated blood. The treated blood 

proved to create larger diameters because with the addition of the 

Omega-3 fatty acids, the cell membrane began to thicken. 

We also measured averages of untreated and treated blood for each 

solution for comparison, and they proved that the treated blood overall 

produced larger diameters of the cells. 

Lastly, we performed 4 t tests between both the isotonic and the 

hypertonic solutions. The tests proved to be statistically significant as 

they showed a visible difference between the control and treated blood 

and their effect on the size and the structure of the cells as each t test

produced a numbered t value less than 0.05. 

Abstract
Cerebral cavernous malformations (CCM) are due to a genetic mutation in the CCM 1, 2, and 3 cells, causing high 

vascular permeability between endothelial cell junctions in the layer of blood vessels which can lead to a bursting 

of these weakly-structured cells, and the possibility of an aneurysm (Dejana, E., Tournier-Lasserve, E., & 

Weinstein, B. M., 2007). Possible treatments for CCM that reduce vascular permeability of these cells are needed. 

To conduct our experiment, we used two types of bovine blood, one fed a regular fish meal and the other fed with a 

gluten corn meal consisting of Omega-3 fatty acids, which are known to alter the structure of the cell membrane 

(Corsetto, P.A., Cremona, A., Montorfano, G, 2012). In order to view changes in vascular permeability of the 

bovine blood, we placed the treated blood in hypertonic solutions, shrinking the cells, as well as isotonic solutions. 

Control tests on the un-treated regular bovine blood in both hypertonic and isotonic solutions were also performed 

for comparison to the treated groups. All changes in cell membrane thickness were observed using a microscope 

and documented with pictures. In support of our hypothesis, the addition of Omega-3 in the bovine diet resulted in 

an increase in the cell membrane thickness when placed in hypertonic solutions, indicating decreased vascular 

permeability. Based on these results, the use of dietary Omega-3 as a possible treatment for CCM should be 

explored in the future. 
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Methods
In order to successfully enact our experiment we first put on safety equipment like gloves and goggles. If we 

wanted to change the structure of the cell membranes, we needed to create both isotonic and hypertonic solutions. 

We created an isotonic solution with the concentration of 0.09 grams per 1000 mL. We also created hypertonic 

solutions with varying amounts of concentration (salt) n: 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2 grams per 1000 mL respectively to make 

saline solutions. Using pipettes, we extracted small amounts of each solution onto petri dishes and dropped small 

amounts of blood onto those solutions. To ensure we didn’t use too much blood or solution to prevent poor 

samples, we had to use different sized pipettes, ranging from 20 mL to 1000 mL. For each amount of concentration 

of saline, a different pipette size was used. We then mixed the blood and solution together using the pipette tip to 

ensure the cell structure would change. After each use of pipette tips, we discarded them to prevent invalid 

readings. We repeated that process for each hypertonic solution and the treated blood with Omega-3. Lastly, we 

took each dish under the microscope, observing the differences in the cell shape, and took pictures to analyze the 

changes in the sizes of the cells. 
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The cerebral cavernous malformation (CCM), also known as 

cavernous angioma or cavernoma, is a vascular malformation 

characterized by the presence of capillary vessels containing 

blood in a very slow circulation (Curling 1991). These are 

formed from a deletion mutation in one of the CCM genes 

(CCM 1, 2 and 3) genes which causes the loss of the KRIT1 

protein. This protein maintains the structural integrity of the 

endothelial cell junctions, and the lack of it leads to the cell 

junctions weakening, and the blood vessels bursting in the 

brain, which could lead to hemorrhages,seizures,neurologic 

deficits, and non-specific headaches. All the lesions are 

associated with hemosiderin, a blood breakdown product in 

the surrounding brain. Ultrastructural studies suggest absent 

or disappearing tight junctions, implying localized loss of the 

blood–brain barrier and loss of vascular stability (Kim et. al 

1997). CCMs vary in size from a few millimeters to a few 

centimeters. Few data can be found about the size of these 

malformations. There have been numerous reports that the 

size of cavernoma is between 1mm and 75 mm, with a mean 

size 14.2 mm. CCMs have also been extremely apparent in 

children especially if a family member has FCCM. FCCM is 

inherited from an autosomal dominant manner, and the 

children have a 50% chance of inheritance (Morrison, 1993). 

Another field of focus is which animal models would be 

sufficient to represent CCM, as mice do not contain all three 

CCM genes. Animal models are critical for testing key 

hypotheses as well as potential therapies for CCM patients. 

The focus on CCM research in the future is both how the 

CCM genes interact biologically and chemically, the 

molecular biology, as well as possible solutions for the 

abnormally structural changes of the endothelial cell 

membranes. 

Omega-3

Omega-3 is incorporated in every cellular membrane in 

various tissues and is a fatty acid. Omega-3 is dependent on 

the diet of the organism, so the amount of fatty acids in each 

of the cell membrane can differ. Omega-3 has multitudes of 

other uses in the cell like regulating blood clotting, 

inflammation, artery wall movement,etc. (Surrette, 2008). 

Omega-3 is necessary for generating cell energy so the cell 

can carry out processes. The use of omega-3 in a cow’s diet 

varies from the normal corn diet they receive. In our 

experiment the cows were fed a fish diet (fish have high 

omega-3 counts) for 20 days, so the blood cells of the cows 

contained Omega-3, which was essential to changing the 

structure of the membrane. 

Conclusion
Our hypothesis was supported as the different saline solutions with the treated Omega-3 blood changed the cell 

membrane’s size drastically as seen in the pictures, tables, and the graphs. They have increased in cell membrane 

thickness because of the increased amount of fatty acids, which indicates that Omega-3 is a possible solution to 

preventing CCMs as its fatty composition can change the cell membrane structure and size and prevent the 

endothelial cells from shrinking and affecting blood vessels. 

This table shows all the pictures collected of each trial with treated and untreated blood, isotonic 

solutions, and hypertonic solutions in different concentrations.
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Table containing all the values of the diameters of the cells in micrometers; the bottom 

contains the averages of the values per each concentration of saline in the solutions

Bar graph showing the size of the diameters of the bovine cells with each 

concentration of saline in the solution (2,1.5,1, and 0.9 g per 100mL)
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